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Abstract 
We give a characterization of the acyclicity of the second step of a Tate or simplicial resolution 
of a commutative algebra. As a consequence, we obtain a characterization of the vanishing of 
And&Quillen cohomology of a surjectivc homomorphism & : A + B, H’(A,B, -) = 0 for all 
j > 3, in terms of the Koszul homology of Ker(4). @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
1. Introduction 
All rings considered in this paper are commutative and unitary. Let A be a ring, 
I an ideal of A, t = {t?, x E A} a set of generators of I, B = A/I, and E the Koszul 
complex associated to t. In the notation of [5, lo]: 
E=E(t)=A(T,; dT,=t,, ~.r/l). 
Let s = {s,,, L’ E V} C Z1 (E) be a set of representatives of a generating system of the 
B-module H,(E) and let 
F = F(t, s) = E(t)@,-; dS,- =sL., c E I’) 
This differential graded algebra is the second step of a Tate resolution of B over 
A [ 10, Theorem 1; 5, Theorem 1.2.31. We shall call F the Tate complex associated to 
t and s. 
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In [4, Theorem 21 the following result appears (which in the case A is a noetherian 
local ring and B its residue field, has already been proved in [3]): 
The proof of (ii) 3 (i) follows easily using a result of Tate [lo, Theorem 21. How- 
ever, the proof of (i) + (ii) given in [4] is difficult and uses simplicial methods. The 
first purpose of the present paper is to give an alternative and easier proof of this 
result. For this, we shall construct first a spectral sequence relating H(E) and H(F). 
After proving Theorem 1, we consider a similar question in simplicial theory, which 
has also been studied in [4]. With the previous notation, let X be a simplicial res- 
olution of the A-algebra B obtained by a “step-by-step” construction, beginning with 
elements t, and adjoining variables r, to construct the first step K. If f? is the differen- 
tial graded algebra associated to K, there exists a homomorphism 4’, :E 4 I? inducing 
isomorphisms in homology [4, Proposition 121. Let I. be the second step constructed 
adjoining variables S, in degree 2 to kill a set of representatives s, of a generating 
system of the B-module n,(K)= H,(k). In [4, Theorem 131 it is proved: 
In this paper we give a new proof of Theorem 2, analogous to the one of Theorem 1, 
constructing previously for it a spectral sequence relating n(K) and z(L). 
We also see that both spectral sequences are isomorphic, and deduce from it that the 
canonical homomorphism of dift‘crential graded algebras F + i induces isomorphisms 
in homology, so giving an answer in the affirmative to a question in [4, Remark 141. 
Finally, using Theorem 2 we obtain an alternative proof of the following result in [8] 
for the AndtGQuillen cohomology: 
Note that the proofs of Theorctns 1 and 2 given in [4, Theorems 2 and 131 and 
the one of Corollary 3 given in [X, Corollary 31 are at present incomplete (see [9]), 
since it was used as a result still not proved in full generality: the existence of divided 
powers in the Kiinneth spectral sequence of simplicial algebras over a simplicial ring. 
So the proofs of the present paper are not only alternative proofs but, in fact, the first 
complete proofs of the mentioned results. 
2. Proofs 
For the algebra F we have 
F=&, @W-‘, 
.A .A 
where El is the free A-module on the basis {T,, z E A} and P is the free A-module 
with basis {S,., I’ E V} in degree 2. The differential d : F + F is the unique derivation 
such that 
d(T, ~1 l)=t,, d(l X,S”‘)Zs, KS(j-1) L’ L . 
Consider the bicomplex of A-modules defined by 
II-Y 
M,,., = /j Et @I 4% 
4 .A 
with horizontal differential d’ such that d’( 77, XI 1) = t,, d’( I x S!“) = 0, and vertical 
differential d” such that d”( T, IX 1) = 0, d”( I ~8 $“) = s,. ~1 Si.‘-“. Then Tot(M) = F, 
and the spectral sequence associated to the second filtration of Tot(M) converges to 
H(F): 
Ejy = Hq-,1(E) @ rB” B @I P * H(F)> d;.c, : E;;.c, + E;;-u,+r.-, 
H ( i A 
Consider now the canonical homomorphism 
7:/j HI(E) + H(E). 
R 
For each q 2 0 we have a morphism of complexes 
‘i’</-* 1% 1 : Kosq- *(&~W)@r,* BOP 
B B ( i A 
+&(E)@r,* B@’ =E;l;,,, 
B ( ) d 
where $ is the epimorphism B R.4 P--i H,(E), 1 x~S, H [s,-1, and Kos*($) is the Koszul 
complex of $ [6, Proposition 1.4.3.1.2, p. 1081. 
The homomorphism $ is an isomorphism if and only if s represents a basis of the 
B-module H,(E). In this case we have [6, Proposition 1.4.3.1.61 
H,(Kos”-*(+),)=HY-“(Kos*($)+ 
B if (p,q)=(O,O), 
0 if (p,q)#(O,O). 
Proof of Theorem 1. (ii)+(i). Since 7 is an isomorphism we have an isomorphism 
of complexes Kos~~*($), 1 Ei,({, q 2 0. 
By the formula above, 
E,& = HpWosq-*WJ = 
B if (p,q)=(O,O), 
0 if (p,y)#(O.O). 
Therefore, the spectral sequence collapses and we can deduce 
H,,(F) = 
B ifn=O, 
0 ifn#O. 
(i) + (ii). The epimorphism B CX,.~ P + H,(E) identifies to the differential d’ : Ef , + 
Ei , . From Ej 4 = 0 for 4 < p and Hz(F) = 0, we obtain ker(d’ ) = ET, = 0. So $ is an 
i&morphism, i.e., s represents a basis of the B-module H)(E). 
Next, we prove that ;‘ri is an isomorphism, M 2 0, by induction on n. For n = 0,1 it 
is clear. Assume n > I and ;‘I isomorphism for j <n. The morphism of complexes 
J)~_* @ 1 : Kos4-*($& + E;,</ 
verifies that ;:y_P @ 1 is an isomorphism for y ~ p 5 n. Thus, 
HJKos~-*($)~) c E,& for (I - p + I < II 
and so 
(1) Ei,q=O if q- pf 15~. (p,q)#(O,O). 
Consider the commutative diagram 
Kos”-‘($),,+, ;“‘-I %’ ) E’ 
2,n+l 
1 1. 
4 I,, I 
;;,:.- I
Ko~“($),,+I - %,+ I 
1 1 
4 l,, I 
Kosn+‘(r,Qn+, ;‘i’“l, E;,.,,,, 
where the left column is exact. From (1) we deduce E&+, = EOTn_+,, Ef,,,,, = Eco,+, 
So E&+, = ET ,,+, = 0 since H,,,, (F) = H,,+2(F) = 0, and thus, the right column is also 
exact. Since yn_ 1, yn are isomorphisms, so is yn+r. El 
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the simplicial A-algebras K and L defined in the intro- 
duction, and the filtration of L 
O=&’ cLjj,cLf,,c ‘.’ 
given by the degree as polynomials over K,: 
Li, = {.f E L,,,ideg(.f’) 5 k}. 
We shall prove that the associated spectral sequence 
E;l.y = n,,,y(L”/L”p’) =+ n(L) 
converges. 
We have an isomorphism [2, p. 3301 
Lb/L”-’ =K 
0 $(M ), 
‘4 
where M is the simplicial A-module such that MO = Mr = 0, Ml = @,. AS,., f:;(S,.) = 0, 
0 5 i 5 2, and for h > O,Ml+h is the free A-module with basis 
cr;‘,,$J;, . D;(.s, ), 0 5 i,, < . <il <il 5 I + h, 2’ E V. 
Let c(H2(M)) denote the constant simplicial A-module Hz(M) and 2I the suspension 
functor. Using Quillen’s isomorphisms [6, 1.4.3.2.11, we see that 
H&M) = H,.(S$ZCc(H2(M))) =Hp&c(H2(M))) 
={ 
0 if Y # 2k, 
IjkH2(A4) if r=2k. 
By Kiinneth formula we obtain 
n,,,(L”jL”-’ ) = 0 if m # 2k, 
and having in mind the exact sequence 
“,(LQ-’ ) + rC,(L/L’-‘) + Xj(L,/L’), 
we deduce that 
7r,(LiLk_’ ) + xji( LIL’ > 
is injective if j <2k and t 2 k - 1. So 
;rr;(L/L’-‘)=O if j<Zk 
since an element x E nj(L/‘L’-’ ) has a representative ,f + L”-‘, where ,f EL, has some 
degree t 2 k - 1. The image of x in nj(L/L’) has then a representative f + L’ = L’. 
Since n,(L/Lk--I) + n,(L/Lf) is injective, x = 0. 
Now, from the exact sequence 
n,+,(LjL”_ )i71j(LI’~‘)i71,(L)in,(LjL”~‘) 
we have that ni(L”-’ ) 4 n,(L) is surjective if j <2k and an isomorphism if j <2k - 1. 
This implies the convergence of the spectral sequence: 
Therefore, we can finish the proof of Theorem 2 as the one of Theorem 1. 0 
Now, we shall compare the two spectral sequences that we have constructed. It is 
known [4, Proposition 121 that there exists a homomorphism of differential graded 
A-algebras 4 : E +f? inducing isomorphisms in homology. Since i is a differential 
graded A-algebra with divided powers, there exist a unique homomorphism of differ- 
ential graded A-algebras with divided powers 11: F + 2 such that 8 and 4 agree on E 
and S(S, ) = S, Since 19 is compatible with the filtrations, it induces a homomorphism 
between the two spectral sequences, which is an isomorphism in E’. So both spectral 
sequences are isomorphic and so the homomorphism induced by 3 
H(F)df(i)=n(L) 
is an isomorphism. 
The fact that 13 is an isomorphism can also be deduced from a result of Pitteloud [7, 
Proposition 3.41 using that H(E) aH(k), and it is the affirmative answer to the 
question in [4, Remark 141. 
In order to prove Corollary 3 we will need the following: 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of [4, Proposition 111. 0 
Proof of Corollary 3. By [8, Proposition 81 condition (i) of Corollary 3 is equivalent 
to: H;(A, B, B) = 0 for all j > 3 and H,(E) is B-projective. Localizing at a prime ideal 
of A containing I, we have to prove that the following are equivalent: 
(a) Hi(A, B, B) = 0 for all j > 3 and the B-module H,(E) is free. 
(b) The canonical homomorphism ;I: AR H,(E)+ H(E) is an isomorphism and the 
B-module H,(E) is free. 
This equivalence is a consequence of Lemma 4, Theorem 2 and the isomorphism 
H(E) = H(K). Cl 
Finally, we deduce from Corollary 3 the first part of [8, Corollary 31 in the noetherian 
case. 
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Corollary 3’. !f’ A is noetheriun, the jbllowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Hi(A,B,-)=OJbr ull j>3. 
(ii) The B-m&de H,(E) is jlut and the canonical homomorphism ;I : A, H,(E) + 
H(E) is un isomorphism. 
Proof. Having in mind [I, Proposition 4.571, it is enough to show that if the 
B-module HI(E) is flat then it is projective. This is clear if the set of generators 
{t,, a t A} of I is finite, since in this case H!(E) is a B-module of finite type. In 
the general case, since I is of finite type, there exist elements ~1,. . , u,~ E A such that 
{I,, , . , tl,,} generates I. For E’ := A(T,, , . , T,,J; dT,, = tZ,) it is easy to check that 
there exists a free B-module X such that HI (E’) CF? X = HI (E) (alternatively it can be 
deduced from the following diagram of exact rows and columns, where the rows are 
the exact sequences of [ 1, Proposition 15.121: 
O+HZ(A,B,B)+H,(E’) + E; @,dB+l 8, B+ 0 
o--i Hl(A, B, B)* HI(E) i E&4B+I@AB+0 
and where X is by definition the cokernel of r’, which is free). The result follows. 0 
Remark 5. Consider the filtration of K analogous to the one already defined for L, 
given by the degree as polynomials over A 
KL = {.f E K,ddeg(,f) L ~1. 
Reasoning as before we can prove that the associated spectra1 sequence 
E;,(, = z,+,(K”/K”-‘) =+ z(K) 
converges and 
E; 
0 if 4 # 0, 
E,> if q=O. 
Therefore, the spectral sequence collapses on the q-axis and we have isomorphisms 
n,(K)=E,2.o =WE). 
This gives a new proof of [4, Proposition 121. 
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